
 

 

Minutes of the HCV Joint Committee meeting held on Wednesday 30th June, 2016 
at 7.30pm at Bluntisham Village Hall, Bluntisham. 

 
 
 
Present:      
 
Alan James (AJ)  - Haddenham 
Margaret Lumb (ML)  - Bluntisham PC 
Brian Burpitt (BB)  - Earith 
Lorna Dupre (LD)  - East Cambs DC - Sutton 
Owen Mc Laughlin (OM) - Earith 
Christine Ward (CW)  - Cottenham PC 
Mark Inskip (MI)  - Sutton PC 
Pauline Wilson(PW)  - Haddenham PC 
Gareth Wilson(PW)  - Haddenham PC 
Penny Mayo (PM)  - Sutton PC 
Stan Smith   - Sutton PC 
Martin McCarthy (MM) - Cottenham PC 
 
1. Appointment of Chairman for the Meeting 
Mark Inskip volunteered to chair the meeting. 
 
2. Apologies for Absence  
Jeff Nicholls,  Justo Perez, Margaret Shardlow, Andy Bush 
 
3. Minutes of the Last Meeting 
The minutes of the last meeting held on May 12th 2016 were accepted with some amendments 
 
Pending Actions: 
 
Action Owner Status 
Ask Dr Jeff Buck for current pricing 
relating to environmental testing 

AJ AJ had tried to see Jeff Buck but had been 
unable to. This action will be carried forward. 

 
Matters Arising: 
Publicity: AJ reported that he had not yet approached Lesley Innes regarding publicity on behalf of 
the HCV group.  This action will be carried forward 
 
Mick George: ML said that Hanson knew nothing about the CCC Covenant. 
 
The Minutes were approved. 
 
4. Meeting with CCC July 7th 
AJ informed the group on the meeting with CCC scheduled for July 7th.  He was not sure who 
was attending for CCC. From HCV AJ, LD and OM will be going. BB will be on holiday. AB had 
been asked to represent Hilton but he is working away. It may still be possible to get another 
Hilton representative. 
Action: OM to contact Justo Perez 
 
AJ had prepared a draft agenda for the meeting. (This was distributed). Once it is agreed  AJ 
will send the agenda to Steve Criswell. The main agenda items are; 
 
Previous Actions:  There are lots of actions on CCC from previous meetings. None of them have 
been done. This is not acceptable. We will go through these actions at the meeting and ask for 
them to be completed if they are still relevant. 
(MM said they had had the same problem with actions by CCC and had written to their MP and 
that had moved things on).  
 



 

 
20 MPH Limits:  Mick George had  offered to put his 20mph signs up in Hilton. But CCC have 
said that its policy is not to permit 20mph limits on the ‘strategic A&B network’. The problem is 
that no-one really knows what this means. Does it mean that all A&B roads are strategic or just 
some of them? (LD had asked the question as to what is the strategic A&B network but had not 
yet received a clear answer).  There would appear to be nothing in law to stop 20mph limits. 
Steve Criswell has said that he is launching a review of this policy. 
 
TRO Signage Requirements: At the last meeting with CCC we had asked for some ballpark 
costs regarding the signs needed. We have not had an answer. So AJ and BB had driven 
around the area and used Witchford as a reference site as they already have a TRO. It is not 
yet possible to do any analysis on the A14 because of the impending redevelopment. (A 
summary of the conclusions will be discussed in item 5). 
 
AJ said that Public Health is on the agenda because CCC are now responsible for general 
health matters in Cambs. The  Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) report  backs up our 
own report on air pollution. We feel lots should be happening because this is a national issue. 
Nitrogen Dioxide does as much damage as particulates. Our noise measurements also point 
towards breaches of the standards. 
 
MM said that in Cambridgeshire  NO2 levels are dangerously high. 80% is generated by buses 
and taxis.  But CCC want to maintain the HCV routes through the villages because of the A14 
redevelopment. 
 
There was some discussion on the Covenant and whether this presented an opportunity to 
press CCC for action. 
LD said that  CCC have pushed responsibility for its implementation on to the individual PCs. 
 
AJ said it was clear that CCC want to use the villages as diversionary routes. If so, all hauliers 
should sign up to the Covenant.  
 
Action: AJ to make changes to the agenda and send it off to SC. 
 
5. TRO Signage Locations & Costs 
AJ said they were not familiar with the rules on signage on TROs  but there appeared to be 
three kinds. 
 

Type 1 – Roundel added to affected exit pointer on existing Diagram Plate approaching 

roundabout 

Type 2 – Blue advisory plate attached to poles below existing left/right junction Approach 

Direction Plate 

Type 3 – Vertical Warning Plate on single pole with 7.5 tonne roundel. One on each side of 

road. 
 
BB had created a document on the requirements and this is appended to these minutes. It 
identifies where we need new signs and where existing signage can be used. None of them 
appear to be lit. We now need to get costs. Lots of signs seem to be missing.  
GW said that these signs would be expensive. They had 2 signs put up and it had cost £5-600. 
He didn’t know why they were so expensive. 
MM added that they  =had 4 new signs. One ‘No waiting’ sign was £750.  The cost of 4 TROs 
plus signs was £4000. 
BB explained that we are looking for one TRO for the whole area inside the ‘diamond’ with 
‘Except for Loading’ exclusion.  
MM agreed that ‘Except for loading’  is better than ‘Except for access’.  HCV drivers must have 
a ticket to be there. 
AJ said there is a great risk of increased HCV traffic from 2 construction projects. We need the 
TRO  quickly because of adverse health effects. We want to press on. But we then have the 
costs to consider. The East Cambs Strategy will be adopted soon. Steve Criswell and Ian Bates 



 

 
have agreed that if we wait until after construction they will include the TRO as part of the 
strategy and it will be financed by CCC.  
 
MM said that it could be 2025 before the construction has been done.  
AJ thought we  should press on but we are strapped for cash. We need to explore other forms 
of finance. We could aim to collect it ourselves or perhaps get Public health funding?  
GW asked if  we are compelled to use CCC for the signage or can we get someone else? 
BB said that  CCC won’t let you fit your own signs. 
 
LD believed another problem would be getting all the PCs together to submit a collective TRO 
application.  
AJ thought we should see how constructive CCC are.  But the Ely bypass project may face real 
difficulties with  construction because of the nature of the site. 
 
Action: Establish  TRO costs 
 
MI said the next step would be to go back to the PCs and make them aware of these costs.  
AJ agreed, but there are more villages inside the diamond than with the original TRO plan. This 
means more are able to share the costs but it increases the administrative  burden and the 
organisation required. 
GW added that another problem may be who pays for what relative to the village size etc. A 
bigger PC may actually have a smaller HCV problem. 
AJ wondered if it would help for  GW to look at the funding issue.  
BB thought it would be best to have a collective meeting first.  
SS said that then they’d have to report back to their PCs. 
 
There was some discussion on whether St.Ives should be included in the Diamond. It will be if 
we follow the CCC Strategic Freight Route map. 
 
AJ thought that one approach with public relations would be to claim we’ve got a national first 
with the Mick George initiative and the blanket TRO. It would get marked up on sat navs.  This 
may enable the haulage industry to press for better facilities for drivers.  We need to consult 
with the Road Haulage Association and they may come on board.  
 
GW said that it was not a straightforward issue to get people to pay proportionately. It won’t 
work.  
MI thought it was up to us to come up with some kind of proposal.  
 
AJ said that CCC now have health responsibilities and that’s the difference. If GW can look at 
the numbers we can ask CCC what they are going to do about it. 
MM added that a PC re would find it easier to engage if there is a significant health issue. 
AJ said we can now add the NO2 effects to our stats and show the problem is worse than we 
reported. 
 
CW noted that we are no  longer speaking about a public enquiry and wondered if this issue had 
gone away. 
AJ said that CCC think this risk is low. There had only ever been one public inquiry in Cambs 
over the Hilton TRO proposal. 
CW accepted that,  but this TRO is for a very wide area. 
AJ said that the Hilton TRO was for a wide area also. 
CW thought that the hauliers may still face it down. 
AJ said that we now have numbers on mileage and there is little actual difference so they may 
not object when they realise.  
BB added that we are not trying to stop all HGVs,  just the through traffic. 
GW said we might be able to split up the task in some way to be more efficient. Perhaps find 
outside contractors. 
 
The HCG group  expressed their thanks to AJ and BB for doing all this work.  



 

 
6. Hauliers Covenant 
LD had asked at full council at Shire Hall on 10 May about whether and when the council and its 

contractors and sub-contractors were going to become signatories to the hauliers’ Covenant. 
She had not yet received an answer to this question. 
 
Action: LD to chase up the answer to that.  
 
AJ said that we should ask our own question on this subject. Amey have signed up to the 
Covenant. 
 
ML had spoken to Hanson about the Covenant and they didn’t know anything about it at all.  
 
7. Ely Bypass Impact Assessments 
A dispute had arisen between CCC and Sutton PC over the withdrawn promise of a traffic  
impact survey in relation to the Ely bypass.  Sutton PC have written to say that they still want 
one. There is an email trail.  
 
LD reported that Sutton have said that this is an unacceptable situation and they will take it back 
to CCC and try and get them to fulfil their promises. Have any other villages had one? 
 
AJ said he had correspondence implying they hadn’t done anything at all. But if Sutton get one 
then other affected villages should have one as well. 
 
BB said that impact assessments tend to have a very narrow focus. 
 
GW said that Bill Hunt is telling people that there will be less traffic on the A1123 as a result of 
the Ely bypass. 
 
8. AOB 
Lattas Farm application. 
Lattas have applied for permission to construct an anaerobic digester at their farm north of 
Earith. If organic material is imported this could have serious HCV traffic consequences along 
the A1123. The application however does not refer to any material being brought in. 
 
GW thought that there should be access time limits as planning conditions. Also wheel washing 
should be mandatory.  
BB believed they would have to import material to get the output specified.  
CW said that future subsidy rates have been slashed which may make it uneconomical.  
AJ said we need to calculate the rates of fuel needed to run the plant. The power output is given 
in the documents so there must be a formula. 
 
Ely Railway Development: 
This was going to be funded by Network rail and the EU. The EU contribution will probably 
disappear and the project may be cancelled. This will just put more lorries on our roads. We 
need to get an update on that. 
Action: AJ to contact Network rail 
 
Mepal Quarry Extension:  
LD said there was an application to extend quarrying into adjacent areas. We would like to see 
a routing agreement on this one.  
 
Next Meeting.   
Wednesday July 20th.  



 

 

 
 

 

 Road Junction Signage Required 
EWL = Existing, Except for 

Loading, Weight Limit in 

force. 

  Type 1 – Roundel added to affected exit 

pointer on existing Diagram Plate approaching 

roundabout 

Type 2 – Blue advisory plate attached to poles 

below existing left/right junction Approach 

Direction Plate 

Type 3 – Vertical Warning Plate on single 

pole with 7.5 tonne roundel. One on each side 

of road. 

1 A142 A142/ Sutton roundabout Signage in Elan Business Park – Type 3 

Signage on A142 east and west – Type 1 

Signage on Ely Road on entrance to village – 

Type 3 

2 A142 A142/Witcham Toll Signage on A142 east and west – Type 2 

Signage on A1421 – Type 3 

Warning signs on Witcham village road?   

Note there is currently no direction or warning 

signage approaching A142 junction from 

Witcham village. 

3 A142 A142/Church Road, Wentworth Signage on A142 east and west – Type 2 

Signage on entrance to Church Road – Type 3 

Warning signs on Long Causeway?   

Note there is currently no direction or warning 

signage approaching A142 junction from 

Long Causeway. 

4 A142 A142/Sutton Road, Witchford Existing signage may need reviewing (EWL)  
 
 
 



 

 

5 A142 A142/Common Road, Witchford Existing signage may need reviewing (EWL) 

6 A142 A142/Main Street, Witchford Existing signage may need reviewing (EWL) 

7 A10 A10/A142 Ely roundabout May need signage warning of weight limit but 

none in place currently warning of Witchford 

village limit. 

8 A10 A10/Red Fen Road Signage on entrance to Red Fen Road - Type 3 

9 A10 A10/ Grunty Fen road Signage on entrance to Grunty Fen Road – 

Type 3  

10 A10 A10/A1123 Stretham Signage north, south and east of roundabout – 

Type 1 

Signage on A1123 Wilburton Road entrance – 

Type 3 

11 A10 A10/Green End, Landbeach Signage on A10/Green End junction – Type 3 

12 A10 A10/Waterbeach Road Signage on A10/Waterbeach Road junction – 

Type 3 

13 A10 A10/Landbeach Road Signage on A10/Landbeach Road junction – 

Type 3 

14 A10 A10/Butt Lane Signage on A10/Butt Lane junction 

approaches – Type 2 

Signage on entrance to Butt Lane – Type 3 

15 A14 All Junctions 

Dry Drayton Road 

B1050 to Longstanton 

Swavesey Road 

Buckingham Way Business Park 

 

Cambridge Road and High Street, Fenstanton 

London Road, St Ives 

Gore Tree Road, Hemingford Grey 

Ridgeway, Hemingford Abbots 

A1198 Junction to Godmanchester 

Warning Signage on A14 to be agreed when 

new road layout is finalised 

 

Signage to warn drivers turning north from 

Business Park 

 

Type 3 signage on each County road at 

boundary with Highways England junction. 



 

 

16 A141 A141/A1123 roundabout at Houghton Signage on A141 east/north and on 

Huntingdon road approach to warn of limit on 

A1123 – Type 1 

Signage on A1123 exit from roundabout – 

Type 3 

17 A141 A141/B1090 roundabout at Wyton Signage on A141 north/south – Type 1 

Signage on B1090 from east (Kings Ripton) – 

Type 1 

Signage on entrance to B1090 – Type 3 

18 A141 A141/junction to Woodhurst Signage on A141 north/south – Type 2 

Signage on entrance to Woodhurst Road – 

Type 3 

19 A141 A141/junction to Oldhurst Review signage – EWL 

20 A141 A141/Ramsey Road Review signage – EWL 

21 A141 A141/B1040 Fenton Road roundabout Signage on A141 north/south – Type 1 

Signage on B1040 entrance towards Fenton – 

Type 3 

22 A141 A141/Huntingdon Road, Chatteris Existing signage may need reviewing (EWL) 

23 A142 A142/New Road, Chatteris Existing signage may need reviewing (EWL) 

24 A142 A142/Welney road, Chatteris Existing signage may need reviewing (EWL) 

25 A141/A142 Aldi Roundabout/Bridge Street Existing signage may need reviewing (EWL) 

 

 

 
 


